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We are the , one of the earliest collections and the 
first NFT DAO on TON. Our collection of 10 000 Resistance Pack Dogs was inspired by 
Telegram founder Pavel Durov’s idea of using a Dog as a symbol of Resistance — and the 
NFTs were drawn by the same artist who was behind the Resistance Dogs on Telegram! 

Resistance Pack NFT collection & DAO

As man’s best friend, we believe in the power of the people, that’s why after minting is 
over, the project will be governed by a DAO fund formed by Resistance Pack NFT holders. 
30% of all minting profits will fund the DAO, and 2% of re-sale profits will continue to fill 
the DAO treasury. You will decide how to spend those money and which TON projects and 
Resistance causes to support!

Who we are

10 000 NFTs

30% 2%



Why We’re Here

How many people have already 
had to leave their homes 
because of political, economical, 
and humanitarian disasters? 



How many people had to 
sacrifice good jobs and savings 
to get to safety?



What We Bring 

to the Table

The Resistance Pack is focused on integrating into the TON infrastructure and 
collaborating with partner projects on TON, turning the Resistance Pack NFT 
into an access key to partner services, programs, and benefits. We want to help 
build a TON family that supports each other, strengthening the entire 
ecosystem. We’ll work towards generating unique partner offers specifically 
towards our Pack members — you deserve to get noticed everywhere you go!  

Resistance Pack members 
will get benefits

Investor and partner 
program privileges



Why Now

 $2-3 million

 TON is hot 

 Q1 2022



Relocation just 
became a new kind 
of global issue

It's a 
world

new 



The collection
Full pack

Labrador

Bull Terrier

Pug

Shiba

Cat

Husky

Rares

3650

1450

1450

1450

1150

750

100

Anonymity

Privacy

Justice

Rationality

Solidarity

Freedom

Luck

Clothes

Eyes

3%-15% rarity

2%-25% rarity

Mouth

Ears

5% - 25% rarity

5% - 50% rarity



Rare pack

Base pack

Abstract pack

Movie pack

Cartoon pack



Monster pack

Hunter pack

Steamboat pack

Galaxy pack

Angel & Demon pack



Partner pack

partner

pack

Telegram pack



About the pack

You + DAO decide how the project will develop 
after the voting system is launched!

Whitelisting Closed pre-saleLanding

Marketplace DAO voting systemPublic Sale



Resistance 

pack dao

Where the DAO Fund Gets Money?



Where the DAO Fund Gets Money?

Where the DAO Fund Spends and Re-Allocates 
Money?



Team

Dmitry Parker Vina Lapkes

Oleh Pivovarenko Ruff Rubaker

Alexander Ivanov

Anton Andreev

Theodor Chernyshev



Where to find us

resistancepack.org

@ResistancePack 

@ResistancePack @ResistancePackChat 

discord.gg/PQjEJKXa3A 

@ResistancePackRu @ResistancePackRuChat 

EN

RU


